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In this paper, we introduce the weakly

￡‑rapid points,

for l^Lk<iQ), and the rapid points of topological spaces.

They

ex‑

tend the concept of rapid ultrafilter.It is evident from the defini‑
tion that every weak

P‑point is a rapid point and a weakly

point for l<k<a>.

We

rapid, non‑weak‑P‑point

show:

4=>there is a rapid ultrafilteron a); and (b)

there is a space containing a weakly
some l^k<o)<=>
there is a

￡‑rapid,non‑weak‑P‑point,

for

there is a Q‑point in {}(q))＼(o<=>
for every l<k<a),

space which

&‑rapid. Assuming
an example

&‑rapid

(a) there is a space containing a

is weakly (￡+ l)‑rapid and is not weakly

the existence of a (J‑point in p(<o)＼(o,
we

of a zero‑dimensional homogeneous

P‑points such that all its points are rapid.

give

space without weak
Finally, the concept of

Id‑fan tightness is introduced as a generalization of countable strong
fan tightness.
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1. Preliminaries.
By a space we

mean

a completely regular Hausdorff

space. If X is a space and igI,
of x.

The

space, i.e. Tychonoff

then Jl(x) denotes the set of all neighborhoods

closure of A in X is denoted by Clx(A) or Cl(A).

For a set X, the

set of all finite subsets of X is denoted by [Z]<<u and if l^m<a>,
= {AQX:

＼A＼<m).

bers <y with

The

compactification B(<o)of the natural num‑

the discrete topology can be viewed

on a), and the remainder
Received May

Stone‑Cech

21, 1993.

then [X]sm

as the set of all ultrafilters

a)*=8(<o)＼<oc onsists of all free ultrafilterson w.

For
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p<=o)*, ￡(/>)
s tands for the subspace {p}U(D
sidered throughout

this paper assume

G. Mokobodski

[Mo]

to a problem in measure
1.1. Definition.

of /3(o>). All functions /g^oj con‑

only positive values.

introduced the following class of ultrafiltersto respond
theory.

p<=w*

is rapid

V hEz^aiiAzEpV

if
n<(i)(＼A(^＼h(n)＼<n)

Other two kinds of interesting ultrafilterson o> are:
1.2. Definition.
(1)

Let />ea>*. Then

p is a Q‑point if for every partition {Bn: n<o)}

there is A^p
(2)

p

of coin finitesubsets,

such that ＼Ar＼Bn＼^l for every n<6>;

is semiselective if ‑4ne￡ for n<o>f then there is an^An

for each

n<￡0 such that {an: n<o)}^p.
In [CV],

the authors say that />e<o*is a <?‑pointif V{￡≪:n<<a} ￡M<"3i4

G/>Vn<6>(￨v4n57l￨

fSl). But, this definitionis wrong

such a condition; indeed, if p<=a)* and Bn―n
such that ￨^4r＼Sn￨^l
We

know

since none

for n<<o, then there is not A<=p

for each n<<o.

that every semiselective ultrafilteris rapid and every Q‑point is

rapid.

The

shown

inclusions among

in [M]

these sorts of ultrafilterson g> are proper:

(p is semilective and not Q‑point); and Lafflamme
―>CON(ZFC

+ 3p^(o*

proved

that

CH

from

the axioms

[Ma]

and

[L] proved that CON(ZFC)

of ZFC.

existence of

In fact, Mokobodki

implies the existence of rapid ultrafilterson g>; Miller

established that CON(ZFC)‑>CON(ZFC+thsre

Mathias

[K]) MA―*3p^w*

(p is <5‑point and not semiselective)). The

these ultrafiltersi s independent

[M]

It is

that if there is a rapid ultrafilter,
t hen there is also a rapid

ultrafilterwhich is neither P‑point and nor Q‑point; (Kunen

[Mo]

p^co* satisfies

Taylor [T]

showed

are no rapid ultrafilters);

that if there is a dominant

family of

functions in "co of cardinality (ou then there exists a Q‑point in o>* (for another
sufficientcondition see [CV]);
under MA

and

((/‑centered)is shown

In the next theorem, we

the existence of semiselective ultrafilters

in [Bo].

give four conditions which

are equivalent to the

rapidness of ultrafilterson o>: clauses (4) and (5) motivated the notions of rapid
points and

weakly

&‑rapid points, for l<Lk<(o,

wnich

will be studied in sec‑

tion 2.
1.3. Theorem.

For p<Ba)*, the following are equivalent:

Some
(1)

p is rapid.

(2)

For

every

generalizations of rapid ultrafilters
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(Bn)n<(0 of finite subsets of a),

3A^pVn<a>(＼Ar＼Bn＼^n).

(3)

There is /ze^o) such that for every sequence (Bn)n<0) of finitesubsets of

a),3A<=p＼/n<(o(.＼Ar＼Bn＼<h(n)).
(4)

For

every finite‑to‑onefunction f^wo)

and

every sequence (Bn)n<tu of

finite subsets of <d, 3A(BpVn<o)(＼Ar＼Bn＼<:f(n)).
(5)

For every finite‑to‑onefunction /g01R

such that Bnr＼Bm = 0

whenever

and

n<Cm<a),

3A^pVn<<o(＼Ar＼Bn
Proof.

The

given 5ne[a>]<a＼ for n<o),

￡f(n)).

equivalences (1)^(2) and (2)<=>(3)are shown

in [M],

and the

implications (1)=X5), (4)=4(3) are evident.
(1)=)(4). Let /e^d)
assume

that BnQBn+l

if /"1(m)^0,

be finite‑to‑one. Without
for each

n<o).

loss of generality, we

Define /ig>

for m<<w, and put Dm:=Bh(m)

so that h(m)=mzx

for m<≪.

By

is A<=p

such that ＼Ar＼Dm＼― ＼Ar＼Bh(m)￨ <^m for all m<a>.

then we

have that ≪￡/"'(?≫)
a nd ￨^4n5n￨

(5)=4(3). Let /g^
for each
(Bn)n<m
By

w<a>.

We

5j￨/ln5Mm)

be finite‑to‑one and

/^(m)

assumption,

If f(n)=m

￨ <?m=f(n),

may

there

for m<g>,

as desired.

define /i:<y‑^<yby /i(n)=S?=o /(≪')

shall verify that /z satisfiesour conditions. In fact, let

be a sequence of finitesubsets of w.

hypothesis, there is /ie/> such

5n￡＼J./snA/ for each n<o),

we

have

that

For

n<w,

set An―Bn＼＼Jj<nBj.

Ar＼An <f{n)

that ￨An5n￨

^2"=o

for all n<o>.
f{i)=h{n)

Since

for each

n<o>.
We

remark

that if a function h satisfiesthe condition of (3), then h must

be finite‑to‑one. If not, then there is m<C(o such that h
ra/<m;‑+1 for j<(D, but there is not A^p

l(m)={mj＼ j<o)}, where

such that ＼Ar＼mj＼^h(nij)=m for every

j<0).
Our work

in section 3 is based on the following definition.

1.4. Definition.
(1)

[Ari] X

Let X

be a space.

Then

has countable tightnessif for each xg!

and AQX

such

that

x<=Cl{A) there is a countable subset ￡ of A such that x<=Cl(5);
(2) [Ar2] X has countable fan tightnessif for every xeZ
(An)n<w

of subsets of X

such

that x^r^n<a)Cl(An),

and every sequence

there exists Fne[,4B]<ft'

such that x<=C＼(＼Jn<(UFn);
(3) [S] Z

has countable strong fan tightnessif for every

x(=X

and every
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sequence {An)n<u> of subsets of X such that x^C＼n<0) Ci (An), there exists xn<=An
such that x<=Cl(＼xn: n<a)}).
A

natural generalization of countable strong fan tightness is investigated

in section 3.

2.

Rapid

points and

weakly

&‑rapid points.

Clauses (4) and (5) of Theorem
2.1. Definition.
(1)

A

Let /g^

point x(=X

1.3 suggest the following definition.
and X

a space.

is called f‑rapid if for every sequence {Bn)n<a> of finite

subsets of X＼{x＼,3V^m(x)＼/n<a)(＼Vr＼Bn＼￡f(n)).

X is said to be f‑rapid if

all points of X are /‑rapid.
(2)

A point xgZ

is called weakly f‑rapid if for every sequence (Bn)n<M of

finitesubsets of X＼{x} such that Bnr＼Bm=0
<Q}(＼Vr＼Bn＼^f(n)).

X

is said to be

whenever

weakly

n<m<<D,

3V(B3l(x)Vn

f‑rapid if all points of X

are

weakly /‑rapid.
If / is the identity function from
weakly

m to a), then we simply say rapid (resp.

rapid) instead of /‑rapid (resp. weakly /‑rapid). The

and weakly

&‑rapid should be clear, for l^k<(v.

Q‑point iff it is weakly
Observe

from

meaning

It is evident that p^a)* is a

&‑rapid in t‑(p)for some l5^&<0).

Theorem

1.3 that p^w*

is a rapid ultrafilteriff p is /‑rapid

in g(p) for each finite‑to‑onefunction /Gffla)iff p is weakly
each finite‑to‑onefunction f^ma).
dram

of &‑rapid

The next lemma

/‑rapid in ￡(/>)
f or

shows that we cannot with‑

the finite‑to‑onecondition.
2.2. Lemma.

For p^co*

and /Gffl(u,￡/zef ollowing are equivalent.

(1)

/)fs f‑rapid in t‑(p).

(2)

/ /s finite‑to‑oneand p is a rapid ultrafilter.

(3)

/ is finite‑to‑oneand p is weakly f‑rapid in ￡(/>)･

Proof.
Theorem

The implications (2)=H3) and

According

to‑one. In fact, assume

A<=p

of

1.3.

(1)=H2).

mj<mj+i

(3)=}(1) are direct consequences

for j<a>.

to Theorem

1.3, it is enough

that there is m<(o

Define

Bn=

such that /

{./'<≪:jf^n}

such that ＼Ar＼Bn＼^f(n) for each n<a).

= rn for every k<a).

to prove that / is finite‑
1(m)= {mj: j<(o}, where

for each

n<(o.

Then

there is

In particular, ＼Af^Bmk＼<*f(mk)

Since A is infinite,there must be &<<u such that ＼Ar＼Bm, I

Some
>m,

which

generalizations

of rapid

ultrafilters
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is a contradiction.

2.3. Lemma.

// /: a)

^o)is not finite‑to‑one, then p^co*

is a Q‑point iff p is

uiaablv f‑rahiri in fi(fi).

Proof.

Only the sufficiency requires proof.

partition of g> and let ra<a> such that f
/O.

Define {/lA:&<<y}

otherwise.
Hence,
We

1{m)={mj: /<a>}, where

by i4mj=Um,sn<mi+1

for some

write ^4= Uism

mj<̲mj+i, for

#B, for each ;<a>, and .4ft= 0

j<(t), then l^n^J

At so that ￨A<M5n￨^l

Since A<E:p, there is z^w
n<oj.

n<a>} ￡[<y]<<Bbe a

By assumption, there is /!<=/>such that ＼Ar＼Ak＼^kf{k)for all ^<<i>.

if w;‑^n<m^+1,

may

Let {Bn:

such

^ ￨^n^4TO]7‑l
^ f{nij)=m.

for each i^m

that Atep

and each

n<o>.

and then ＼Air＼Bn＼^l for every

Therefore, p is a Q‑point.

We

omit the proof of the next theorem since it is completely similar to that

2.4. Theorem.
are equivalent.
(1)

For a finite‑to‑onefunction /e^o

and xgI,

the following

x is rapid in X.

(2) x is f‑rapid in X.
CX＼ r.?'<:
inanblv f‑rn‑hirl
in X
The

relationship between

weakly

&‑rapid points, for l^k<co,

and rapid

ooints is established in the next corollary.
2.5. Corollary.
Proof.

For l^￡<a>,

Let 1^&<&>

Let (Bn)n<a) be a

and

sequence

Hence,

m<g>.

Thus,

sion now

there is V^m(x)

x is /‑rapid, where

For

&‑rapid in X.
n<<y, set An―

such that ＼VnAn＼<Lk

for each

f(ri)=(n+l)k

for every

w<o>.

The

conclu‑

2.4.

Next, we shall show

that if f<Em(o is not finite‑to‑one,then there is k<Cm

/‑rapidness agrees with weak

2.11 that for every l^k<a)
is not weakly

that x is weakly

＼VnBn＼￡J}jin ＼Vr＼Aj＼￡(n+l)k, since 5Bg＼J>SB >ly, for each

follows from

such that weak

Suppose

of finite subsets of X＼{x}.

Bn＼＼Jj<nBj. By assumption,
n<≪.

igI.

every weakly k‑rapid point is rapid.

^‑rapidness. It will be shown

there is a space which is weakly

(&+l)‑rapid

in
and

&‑rapid.

2.6. Theorem.

Let

/e^to

be non‑finite‑to‑oneand

X

a space.

If

k =
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is weakly k‑rapid iffit is weakly f‑

rapid.
Proof.

First, assume

that .re!

sequence in [X＼{%}]<<" such
such

that f

＼m)Qr

is weakly

that Bir＼Bj=0

for each

m<k.

Then,

＼Vr＼Bn＼‑￡k,
for each n<o>, and Vr＼Bn―0
then ￨7nBJl￨=0^/(w).
Now

suppose

Thus,

that xg!

[X＼{x}]<a> such

that Bir＼Bj=0

＼kn:n<a>}, where kn<kn+x
otherwise.

Then,

Hence, ￨7nBB￨

we

for n<<y.

may

= l V"n/>ftB￨^f(kn)=k

such that

Hence, if f(n)<k,

for all n<co.

i<j<a).

be a sequence in

Enumerate

For every n<w,
such

be a

Choose rO

find V^Jl(x)

/‑rapid and let{Bn)n<m

whenever

there is Fe^(x)

i<j<<o.

for every w<r.

￨7n￡J^/(n)

is weakly

￡‑rapid. Let (Bn)n<m

whenever

set Dkn―Bn

that IFn^ml^/C^)

for n<<w.

This shows

f

l(k) by

and.Dm=0

for each

m<w.

that x is weakly

k‑rapid.
The

weakly

/‑rapid points, for f^wa), satisfy the following property.

2.7. Theorem.

// xel

is a weakly f‑rapid point for f^w(D,

then no non‑

trivialsequence converges to x.
Proof.
weakly

Assume

that {xn}n<m

is a

/‑rapid point x of a space X.

and xn^xm

for n<m<o).

n+l + SLo

/(*')}･ Notice

We

non‑trivial sequence
may assume

for each

n<a>.

yn<={X＼V)r＼Bn for each n<o>;

that is, Bn＼V^0

that (xn)n<(0 does not converge

to x, which is a contradiction.

Observe

from

to a

for all n<o)

Define, for each n<o), Bn= {xm: n + S^o1 f(i)^m<
that ￨￡n￨=/(n)+l

there exists Ve!7?(x) such that ＼V＼jBn＼<^f(n)for each n<o>.

has uncountable

converging

that x^xn

By

So we may

for each n<G>.

2.7 that every non‑isolated, weakly

assumption
pick

This implies

/‑rapid point of a space

character.

It is evident

that every weak

P‑point is an /‑rapid point for each fGOim.

For the converse, we have the following two results. Firt, we state a definition.

2.8.Definition (Bernstein[B]). Let />ea>*and X a space. We
xel

say that

is the p‑limitof a sequence (xn)n<(O,w e write x=p‑lim xn, if for every

V(BJl(x),{n<(o: xn<=V}^p.
2.9. Theorem.

Let /e^oo.

There is a space X

containing an f‑rapid, non‑

weak‑P‑point iff f is finite‑to‑oneand there is a rapid ultrafilteron <y.
Proof.

Necessity.

Let

X

be a

space and

x&X

a /‑rapid, non‑weak‑P‑

generalizations of rapid ultrafilters
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there exists {xj: j<a>＼QX＼{x} such that x<=C＼x{xj＼j<<o}.

It is

Some
point. Then
not hard

to prove (see [GS, Lemma

p‑XvaxXj.

We

shall verify that p is a rapid ultrafilteron

n<o)} QI(d]<w

and

find FgS(i)

define Dn=

{Xji j<^Bn}

for n<a>.

such that ＼Vr＼Dn＼f^f(n)for each

(KfljiiiGFJE/).
^f(n)

2.2]) that there is />e<y* such that x ―

If j<=Ar＼Bn,

for each n<<*>. The

then

n<co.

x;‑￡Fni)n.

conclusion now

As an immediate

consequence

2.10. Corollary.

can

Since x=/)‑lim x;‑,A=

Thus,

A<=p

follows from Lemma

Sufficiency. If />￡(≫*
is a rapid ultrafilterand/
2.2, then p is an /‑rapid, non‑weak‑F‑point

a>. Indeed, let {Bn:

By assumption, we

and l^n^B^i
2.2.

is flnite‑to‑one,by Lemma

of ￡(/>).

of the previous theorem

we

have:

// f^wQ) is not finite‑to‑one,then the concepts of weak

P‑point and f‑rapid point coincide.

We

remark

that if M

is a model of ZFC in which there are not rapid

ultrafilters
on m (see [M]), then M＼= If X is a space, then x<=X is a weak
P‑pointiff x is /‑rapidin X for every /g^o).
2.11. Theorem.
(1)

There

The following statements are equivalent.

is a space X

containing a non‑weak‑P‑poit, weakly k‑rapid for

some l^,k<(i).
(2)

There is a Q‑point ￡e<y*.

(3)

For every lf^k<<o,

there is a space which is weakly (k + l)‑rapid and is

not iveakly‑k‑rapid.
Proof.

To

of Theorem

prove (1)=H2) we apply the same

2.9 and Lemma

(2)=K3).

Fix

l^Lk<(0

{p＼VJ{(j,ri)＼
j‑gzk,n<0)}
VQ2(p,
j^k.

used in the proof

2.3, and (1)is the particular case of (3) when
and

let />￡<≫*.We

that p is a

of p if p^V
Q‑point.

for all j￡k

I^n5,‑.J^1

First, we show

for w<g>.

Then

Since ^ is a

that S(p, k) is weakly

define Bm={(j,

m): j^k),

{n<(o:(j,

n)<=.W}

n^Aj}^cM(p)

for ;^fe.

for each j<k

have

such that

&‑rapid. Now,

that S(p, k) is weakly‑

such that ＼Wr＼Bm＼^k for each m<<D.
We

each j￡k,

and itis evident

Thus, ^C^, ^) is weakly

for each m<o>, and suppose

^‑rapid. So there is W<=m(p)

(/, m)el'Fnfim

Q‑point there is Aj^p

V={p}＼JJik{(j,n):

that ＼Vr＼Bm＼^k + l for each m<a).

and n<co.

and {n<G>: (/, /i)gF}￡￨) for each

(& + l)‑rapid. Let (Bm)m<(0 be a sequence in [3(p, k)＼{p}^<<0. For
put Bjim―Bmr＼{(j, ri)＼n<o)}.

k ―1.

define a topology on S(p, k)=

as follows: {(/, n)} is open

k) is a neighborhood
Assume

reasoning

that A=r＼iik Aj^p.

and so ￨W;nfim￨ = fe4‑l,which

Set At=

If me A, then

is a contradiction.
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that if Xt is a weakly
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than two points, for z<=/,and / isinfinite,then ILe/ Xt

&‑rapid (resp. rapid) points.

(p, p) is not weakly
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(&+l)‑rapid

For finiteproducts, we

in 3{p, k)xS(p,

have that

k), and if x is rapid in X

and y is rapid in Y, then (x, y) is rapid in XxY.
Next, we

give an example,

a), of a rapid homogeneous
2.12. Example.
sional space
Sm(P)

by

similar
space

replacing

without

for every

and

weak

then

P‑points.

ntEA}

the

A^,..,^))

we

To

and

set

^‑rapid

of

homeomorphic

to the subspace

Sa,(p) is not

weakly

ultrafilter on

a). We

that

x

be

a

bijection.

Since

is

fine ylni,...,Kre/>such

x

and

S^p)

of Sm(p).

a

a

rapid
By

put

^Bl.....BreS(B(/>)

are elements

in

of p,

the proof

is not essential, that the space
for

each

n<a)}

all lfS&O.
that

m<w.

(for

in S0)(p), we

for

for 1^/^r}

p<=(o*.

suppose

is a rapid

space.

In fact, let (Bm)m<(U

S{p,

3(p,

k)

k) is

that p is a rapid
It is

may

for each

enough

to

be a sequence

■■■
, nr): nj<(o

ultrafilter, we
induction,

Since

of

of S^ip) for each l<:k<<o,

Now

and let a: a)‑^＼Jlir<0){ (nu

p

for each

the space

･･･U≫r6ini,...,Sr.1 S(xBl,...,Br,

{x}＼J {xjin : j￡k,

point

of

{xBl.....Br,B:ne/I}

Q‑point

for

define

zero‑dimensional

of x in Sa,(/)). It is shown

shall show

is a rapid

may

xnv...inr= p‑llm ^ni,...,,,.,,,

neighborhood

l<,k<<D

&‑rapid

of Sw(p)＼{x}

＼Bmr＼S(A)＼￡m

a

and

Uisr≪≫(U^eiUn^^

for each

we

zero‑dimen‑

/^‑limits in the construction

￨iBl,..,Br: w;<g>

U

the condition

by

x = p‑X＼mxn

describe

neighborhood

is not weakly

p^co*,

is also a homogeneous,

S(zBl.....Br,A)=

{x}uS(A)

the homogeneous

p<=a)*, set S(0(p)= {x}U{xnii...i1lr: rij<(D for

that

If {A}WWisr<o)

is a basic

finite subsets

For

have

2.11 ((2)=K3)),

prove

Sm(p)

f‑points.

defined

for every

sequences

[G‑F]).

nu ■■■
, nr<<D.

for ^4￡<o.

way,

convergence
see

Then,

S(A)={xn:

the authors

In a similar

procedure

the existence of a rapid ultrafilteron

space without weak

In [AF],

Sm.

l<:/<;r<a>}.

assuming

of

for l￡j<:r}

find A<=p

such

*nii...,nreSft)(/>)
we

that
de‑

that

(1)

￨Bmr＼S(xBl,..,nr,

(2)

Bmr＼S(xni§...f7lr,
A nv...:nr)=0

Anv...i7lr)＼^m for each
for every

m<o>;

and

m^a‑＼(nu

■■■
, nr)).

‑.,

S(^Bl,...., r, An^

Define
V = {X}VJS(A)＼J

UlSr<ft> (＼Jn^A

Un2GAni

l<Ss^z(m).
l<sS‑z(m),

From
and

Then

(1)

and

I {l<*t<Lz(m):

Un

rSA

＼Bm＼ Fix an arbitrary m<m

For every ra<<y, let z(m)=＼V'(
{xn＼‑ns
:l^sfSz(m)}.
v ･ rs

‑

xn

(2) i

s
1
t

(n＼

,･･･,≪

･ ^S^nj,.,,'

follows

that

■･･, nsrs‑0=(n5,

and

put

.p An＼,‑,nsr)r＼Bm
a

..,,,.))

Vr＼Bm=
for

＼(ni, ･･･ , nsrs̲i))<m,

for

･■･, n￡r i), nsrs^nrt}

￨ <m,

each
each
for

Some
each l<^s^z(m).

generalizations of rapid ultrarilters

So z{m)<Lm2.

Thus,
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＼Vr＼Bm＼<m2' for every m<a>.

Theorem

2.4 implies that x is rapid in S^ip).
Finally, we

state some

2.13. Question.

problems.

Assume

(1) Is there a compact

the existence of a Q‑point ￡e<y*.
weakly

&‑rapid (resp. rapid) space without

weak

P‑

points, for each 1 <;&<<*>?
(2) It there a weakly

&‑rapid (resp. rapid) topological group without weak

/J‑points,for each l<S&<o>?
(3)

For every l<,k<ci), is there a weakly (￡+ l)‑rapid homogeneous

which is not weakly

space

&‑rapid?

3. On Id‑fan tightness.
We

begin with a definition that generalizes countable strong fan tightness

(1.4 (3)).
3.1. Definition.
x&X

Let h^ma).

A

space X

and for every sequence (An)n<m

there is FneMn]s'lU),

has

h‑fan tightness if for every

of subsets of X such that xefl≫<≫ C＼(An),

for every n<w,

such that x(=Cl(＼Jn<a>Fn).

If h^mQ) is the constant function of value k for l^&O,
ness stands for /i‑fan tightness.
map

then k‑t&n tight‑

Henceforth, Id: (d^oo will denote the identity

on od. It is evident that countable strong fan tightness <=>1‑fan tightness

=4 A‑fan tightness for each h e ma)=4 countable fan tightness =$ countable tight‑
ness. There is an easy example

of a space with countable tightness which

does

not have countable fan tightness. In fact, for $e<y*, we define a topology on
3(p, o))={p}＼J(oXo) as follows: the singleton {(n, m)} is open
q)X(d, and

V^Jl(p)

provided

that j&eV

and

for every (n, m)

{m<<u: (n, m)eV}

n<a> (see the proof 2.11). It is not hard to show

e/> for each

that 3(p, co) has countable

tightness and does not have countable fan tightness for every /je"R,

Example

3.7 has Id‑fan tightness and does not have countable strong fan tightness, and
Example

3.8 has countable fan tightness and does not have

Next,

we

shall show

that if /z<=<"g>,
t hen /i‑fan tightness coincides with

either 1‑fan tightness (^countable
First, we

give some

3.2. Lemma.
with

h‑fan

Let

/i‑fan tightness.

strong

fan tightness) or Id‑fan tightness,

preliminary results.
/i6ffl(oand let /Gffl￡obe non‑hounded.

tightness has f‑fan

tightness.

Then

every

space
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Let X be a space with /i‑fantightness, xeX

of subsets of X

such

that x<=C＼n<0)C l(An).

choose

positive integers ≪0<≪i< ･･･<nk<

k<o).

Define Bk―Ank

[Bkyh(k)

for each k<o).

and (An)n<a> a sequence

Since / is not bounded, we

･･･ such

Then,

that h(k)^f{nk)

for every

if n=nA

and F≪=0

Thus, we have that ＼Jn<(O
Fn = ＼Jk<a)
E k and Fnk = Ek(E[Ank＼h{k)sHnk)

for each k<w.
The

for each

￡<o> there is ￡Ae

such that xeCl(Uft<o, ￡*). For n<o), put Fn=Ek

otherwise.

may

Therefore, x<=＼Jn<mFn and FBe[i4B]s/(B)

following two corollaries are direct consequences

3.3. Corollary.

// h, /g^

are non‑bounded,

for all n<o).
of 3.2.

then the notions of h‑fan

tightness and f‑fan tightness are the same.
3.4. Corollary.

// /ig*R, then every space with h‑fan tightnesshas Id‑fan

tighness.
3.5. Lemma.

// Zie^oj is bounded

then h‑fan tightness agrees with countable

strong fan tightness.
Proof.
space with

Assume

that h^^co is bounded

/i‑fan tightness, xel

that *er＼n<<uClG4n).

Let X

be a

and (An)n<0) a sequence of subsets of X

such

By assumption, for each n<o)

that x^C＼{＼Jn<(l)Fn). We

may

x<=Cl(Bj).
We

Thus,

turn now

･･･W5*)=C1(B1)W
x*}^An

there is Fn<B＼̲An"＼‑k
such

suppose that ＼Fn＼=k for all n<o>.

each Fn by {%", ･･･, %l＼ and set Bj={x";
Cl(Un<a>Fn)=Cl(51W

by the integer &<g>.

n<o>}

for each l<j^k.

･･･UCl(Bk),

for each n<o>

Since xe

there is 1^;^^

and xeCl({x^:

Enumerate

such that

n<o>}N).

to the principal result of this section.

3.6. Theorem.

// h<^o><o, then h‑fan tightness coincides with either 1‑fan

tightness or Id‑fan tightness.
The

next two

3.7. Example.

examples

show

Let x^mXo).

that Id‑fan tightness is a new
We

concept.

consider the following topology on X=

{x}＼j(a)＼{Q})Xa>:the set (<y＼{0})Xo>has the discrete topology and a neighbor‑
hood of x consists of a finiteintersection of the sets Vf={x}VJ{(n,
X<w:(n, m)^(n,
We

f(n))} for /g>.

shall verify that X

Notice that X is a

B^X,

whenever

zero‑dimensional space.

with this topology has Id‑fan tightness and does not

have strong fan tightness. Indeed, for lfSnO,
In order to show

m)e(a>＼{0})

that X
for every

we

has Id‑fan tightness we
l^n<<o

there is kn<co

put

An= {{n, m): m<(o}.

note that x<=Cl(B)＼B, for
such

that ＼Bf＼Ak ＼>n.

Some

For each l<Ln<a), let BnQX
n<o>.

Then

for each

such that x￡fiisK≫Ci(5n)

l^n<o>

f^to

for /^s<g>.

we obtain that F2gnF^0
Suppose

that X

and x￡Bn,

there is kn<(o such that ￨BnnAftJ

every l<Ln<oo, choose Fn^Bnr＼Akn
where
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such that ＼Fn＼=n. Let y=n;‑ss

for each
>n.

For

V^e^U),

Since ￨F2sM{(￡2s,//&≪･)):>^s} ￨^s + l and ￨F2s￨=2s,
and hence Fn＼Jisn<a.Fl,=￡0. Thus, xeCl(Uisn<≪Fn).

has countable strong fan tightness. Then

there is tn<o) such that xeCl({(n,
=￡, for each l^n<o>.

Then

?,):l<^n<<w}).

for every lgn<G>

Let /e^Vy be defined by /(n)

Vfr＼{(n, tn):l^n<a>}=0,

which

is a

contra‑

diction.
3.8. Example.

Let Y={y}＼J(o>＼{0})Xa), where y^wXw.

We

equip (<w＼{0})

X&) with the discrete topology and let Jl(y)be the set of all finiteintersections
of the sets Ws,

where

Ws=

{y}＼J{(n,m): m￡Sn, i^n<a)}

sequence of subsets of a> such that ￨SB￨^n
Y is a zero‑dimensional space which
have

claim that Y does not have countable fan tightness.

such that ＼Br＼An＼>nkn, where An=
y^r＼iin<o>Cl(Bn) and y^Bn

{(n, m): m<(o＼ for l^n<o>.

for each l^n<o>.

is kn<(o such that ＼Bnr＼Akn＼>nkn.
＼Fn＼>nkn.

claim that

that Y is zero‑dimensional and does not

First, observe that y^C＼(B)＼B if and only if for every l<.n<a)

with

We

has countable fan tightness and does not

Id‑fan tightness. It is evident

have Id‑fan tightness. We

and S=(Sn)1Sn<a) is a

for each l^n<(o.

Then,

where

and ＼Fr＼>rkr, we

hence Wr＼(＼Jlin≪BFn)*0.

yz=Cl(＼J1Sn<a,Fn).

Certain ultrafilterson

a) can

that
there

choose Fn^Bnr＼Akji

Sj={Sl)n<al for j^r<o).

＼Fr^{(kr, m);m(￡Slr, j￡r}＼^rkr
Thus,

Assume

for each l^n<o>

For each l^n<o>,

Let W=n^rWSj^m{y),

there is kn<<o

have

Since

that Wr＼Fri=0

and

be characterized in terms of countable fan

tightness and Id‑fan tightness.
3.9. Theorem.

An ultrafilterp on o> is a P‑point iff ￡(p)has countable fan

tightness.
3.10. Theorem.
(1)

For

p^a)*, the following statements are equivalent.

p is semiselective;

(2) ￡(/>)
h as countable strong fan tightness;
(3) ￡(/>)
h as Id‑fan tightness;
(4)

there is ^G"ffl such that given An^p

for n<o>, there existsFn^[̲An

]shin)

such that ＼Jn<Q>
Fn<E:p.
Proof.

The

proofs of (1)<=*(2),
( 2)=4(3) and (3)=^(4) are direct from

finitions, and (4)=H3)

follows from 3.2. Only

the de‑

the implication (3)=X1) requires
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proof.

Assume

that ￡(/>)
h as Id‑fan tightness. Let (An)n<a> be a sequence of

elements of p.
n<o).

and Angei Tamariz‑Mascarua

Without loss of generality, we may

Define Bn=An(n+1‑,/2 for each n<m.

is Fn^＼̲BnYn

such that A―＼Jn<a)FnGp.

and by induction, we
whenever

n<m<ci).

have that A

may

assume

Enumerate

{aj: /<≪} e/>.

It then follows that i<n(n
3.11. Question.

suppose that An+1QAn

By hypothesis, for each n<<D
By

adding

for
there

integers if it necessary

that ＼Fn＼―n,for each n<a), and Fnr＼Fm=0
successively the Fn's by {o,:/<<y}.

Fix !</<<*> and let l^n<<w

Then

wt

be such that a^Fn

+ l)/2 and hence a,‑eK,￡y4ram4.n/a￡/4,‑,
as desired.

Is there a

topological group

G

such

that G has Id‑fan

tightness (resp. countable fan tightness) and does not have countable strong fan
tiffht'.Tif'SS
lYpisn Td‑fan f‑icrhfnpss')?
For a space X
logy

we denote by Cn(X) the function space on X

of pointwise

convergence.

with the topo‑

In the next theorem, we shall show

that the

concepts of countable strong fan tightness and Id‑fan tightness coincide on the
class of spaces of the form

C*(X).

Recall that X

has property C" if for every

sequence (Sn)n<a) of open covers of X there is Gn<=Gn,
X=l

L^...C7

.The

3.12. Lemma.
(1)

X

following1 lemma

for each n<<o, such that

is needed.

For a space X, the following are equivalent.

has property C" ;

(2) for every sequence (Qn)n<a> of open covers of X, for each n<o>
$n^[̲Qn]‑n
(3)

there is

such that X=＼Jn<0)＼J$)n;

there is /!￡"<≪
such that for every sequence (Gn)n<a> of open covers of X

there is ^er5≪.lSft(re),for each n<<o, for which I=Un<r≫, U^n.
Proof.

Only

(3)=H1) requires proof.

Let h^m

satisfy the conditions of

clause (3) and let (Sn)n<a) be a sequence of open covers of X.
generality we
ASmw‑i

may

suppose

and for n<a),

we

that h

is strictly increasing.

define Mn=QhW/＼

for Q and M

■■■
AShin+D‑u

{Gr＼H: Ge5

and H<=M)

is 3)n<^＼̲Mn

]‑h<‑n)
such that X―＼Jn<m＼jg)n. We may

h(0)} and g)n={Hhln)+j: j<h(n+l)―h(n)}
that if n<o)

and

y</i(n+l)

Qhu‑i+j (resp. Gj^Sj)
that X―＼ U^G^
3.13. Theorem.

h{n)

covers of X.

Then
assume

where

Q/＼M―

that 3>q―{Hj: j<
Now,

we

have

then there is Gh(n)+j^

such that Hh(n)+jQGh(n)+j (resp. HjQGj).

and G.Gff

loss of

J{0― 30A ･■･

for each n<oj there

for every l^raO.

(resp. if j<h(Q)),

Without
Put

It then follows

for each m<o>.

For a space X, the following are equivalent.

Some
(1)

Cn{X) has countable strong fan tightness;

(2)

each finiteproduct of X

(3)

CX(X) has Id‑fan tightness.

Proof.

The

tion of Sakai's argument

follows from

has property C"

equivalence (I)<=>(2)
i s shown

finiteproduct of X
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we

in [S] and by a slight modifica‑

can prove that CK(X) has Id‑fan tightness iff each

satisfiesthe property of clause (2) of 3.12. Thus,

(2)<=}(3)

3.12.
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